
Since the end of the 19th century, it has been popular to talk about the death 
of various literary and theatrical theories and phenomena, including the sto-
ry, novel, author, and character.1 In his article “Why did Modern Literary The-
ory Originate in Central and Eastern Europe? (And Why Is It Now Dead?)”, 
Galin Tikhanov argues that the theories of the Russian Formalists and Prague 
Structuralists are now passé. However, as Georges Feydeau argues, “[i]f they 
were dead, I wonder whether [people] would roar it out in every direction. 
If something does not exist anymore, do we need to talk about it?” (FEY-
DEAU  in VOŽDOVÁ 2009: 7, translation mine, EŠ).2 It is the purpose of this 
collection to show that the thoughts of the Prague Structuralists remain rele-
vant. To this end, I would like to discuss “aktualisaceˮ, one of the key con-
cepts of the Prague School, and its reception in English scholarly literature. 
Mukařovský defines “aktualisaceˮ as the universal principle of the evolution 
of art (WINNER 2002: 84), based on constant violation of automatized con-
ventions through the rearrangement of elements within artistic structures (cf. 
MUKAŘOVSKÝ 1932).

“Aktualisaceˮ has received varying levels of attention and appreciation 
in contemporary English scholarly literature. It has tended to be overshad-
owed by its more famous ʻbrothers’ “ostranenieˮ and “Verfremdungˮ, and 

1   This theme of death appears, for example, in books and essays by Gordon Craig, Jose Ortega y 
Gasset, Walter Benjamin, Roland Barthes, Italo Calvino, Tadeusz Kantor and Elinor Fuchs.
2   Feydeau’s claim relates to the proclaimed death of vaudeville and melodrama at the end of the 
19th century.
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some scholars have failed to take notice of it entirely. However, for a grow-
ing number of scholars “aktualisaceˮ as “foregroundingˮ has become a pop-
ular concept. Its popularity is apparent from entries on “foregroundingˮ in re-
cently published dictionaries of literary, theatrical, filmic, and semiotic terms;3 
various studies and books published all over the world;4 and last but not least, 
Internet blogs, which attempt to provide explanations of the term.5 Yeshayahu 
Shen calls it “a central notion […] in literary theory and in related disciplines” 
(SHEN 2008: 103); and in fact, its influence extends even beyond ʻrelated dis-
ciplines’. Since 1932, “aktualisaceˮ has moved from its original field of lin-
guistics to the fields of literature, film, theatre, folklore, narratology, pedago-
gy, and psychology, and from a Czech context to an international one. 

However, as Mukařovský’s concept of “aktualisaceˮ has gained broader 
appreciation, the way in which it is understood has changed. This paper will 
focus on problems of misunderstanding and confusion that have arisen with 
regard to the origin and meaning of “aktualisaceˮ; the translation of the term; 
and its relation to “ostranenieˮ and “Verfremdungˮ. Attention will be paid pri-
marily to the most recent publications and studies, which are rooted mainly in 
theatre and drama.6 

Neglected Origins
The origins of “aktualisaceˮ have often been misunderstood and misrepresent-
ed. Willie van Peer, one of the most cited contemporary theoreticians of fore-
grounding, asserts that the origins of the term

3   Cf. QUINN, Edward. 2006. A Dictionary of Literary and Thematic Terms. New York: Facts On 
File, 2006: 169; CHILDS, Peter, and Roger Fowler. 2006. Routledge Dictionary of Literary Terms. 
London/New York: Routledge, 2006: 90; PAVIS, Patrice, and Christine Shantz. 1998. Dictionary 
of the Theatre: Terms, Concepts, and Analysis. Toronto/Buffalo: University of Toronto Press, 1998: 
152; BRONWEN, Martin, and Felizitas RINGHAM. 2006. Key Terms in Semiotics. London/New 
York: Continuum, 2006: 89; CHANDLER, Daniel, 2007. Semiotics: The Basics. London/New York: 
Routledge, 2007: 250; HAYWARD, Susan. 2006. Cinema Studies: The Key Concepts. London: 
Routledge, 2006: 140. 
4   For more information see Bibliography.
5   Discussions on “foregroundingˮ have appeared, for example, on http://www.enotes.com or http://
answers.yahoo.com.   
6   By recent publications I mean those published in the last two decades. Despite their central posi-
tion in introducing Russian Formalism and Prague Structuralism to the English-speaking world, Vik-
tor Erlich‘s Russian Formalism: History-Doctrine (1955), František Galán’s Historic Structures: The 
Prague School Project, 1928‒1946 (1985), and Jurij Striedter’s Literary Structure, Evolution, and 
Value: Russian Formalism and Czech Structuralism (1989) did not provide sufficient answers to the 
proposed problems.



reach into Greek Antiquity, but it is in the last century that it received its 
full-fledged status as a theory, first in the year 1916‒17 with the Russian 
Formalists, then a second time in the 1960s and 1970s, mainly through the 
reception of the Formalists’ principles and their further development in the 
West.
(VAN PEER 2007: 99)

Regrettably, Van Peer entirely overlooks the Prague School, which developed 
Shklovsky’s “ostranenieˮ as early as 1932, and did so in Central, as opposed 
to Western, Europe. In Van Peer’s 2005 study, written together with Jèmeljan 
Hakemulder, the authors do admit the primacy of the Prague Structuralists in 
coining the term “aktualisace/foregroundingˮ; however, they connect this to the 
1960s, when Garvin’s English translations of Havránek’s and Mukařovský’s 
studies appeared. The reader thus gets the impression that Czech Structuralism 
did not exist, or that it emerged simultaneously with French Structuralism.

Influenced by Van Peer, other scholars including Viana, Silveira, and Zyn-
gier have mistakenly situated the emergence of Mukařovský’s concept in the 
1960s‒70s (VIANA, SILVEIRA, and ZYNGIER 2008). In addition, some 
scholars, such as Rob Pope (POPE 2002: 88) and Colin Martindale, position 
Mukařovský’s concept of foregrounding among Formalist theories. Martin-
dale claims, “[…] the Formalists argued that linguistic deformations and es-
trangements gradually become ‘automatized’ (Tynjanov 1929). Several For-
malist theorists such as Shklovsky (1919) and Mukařovský (1940) derived 
from this fact the hypothesis that literature must necessarily evolve” (MAR-
TINDALE 2008: 230).

Paradoxically, it is the concept of “aktualisaceˮ itself that distinguishes 
Prague Structuralism from both Russian Formalism and French Structuralism. 
“Aktualisaceˮ emphasizes the relationships between elements within an artis-
tic structure, in contrast to Shklovsky’s mechanical conception of art as mate-
rial and device (GRYGAR 1968: 276; JESTROVIC 2006: 19). In contrast to 
the French Structuralism of the 1960s, which focused on synchronic or stat-
ic analysis of an artistic structure, the Prague Structuralists dealt with the dy-
namic nature of structure (and the structure of structures), the key principle of 
which was “aktualisaceˮ.

“Foregroundingˮ, “Actualizationˮ, or “Topicalizationˮ?
The term “aktualisaceˮ is commonly translated into English as “foregroundingˮ, 
which was introduced by Paul Garvin in 1964. However, this translation is 
problematic as it emphasizes the spatial and static character of Mukařovský’s 
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concept. Mukařovský frequently discusses spatial relations in the structure 
(foreground and background); however, in the original concept temporal re-
lationships are emphasized, i.e. the evolution of a structure. The importance 
of the temporal aspect of “aktualisaceˮ was recently noted by Veronika Am-
bros (AMBROS 2008) and Van Peer (VAN PEER 2005), but it is also evi-
dent in the original work of the Prague Structuralists, as well as in the etymol-
ogy of the term:

[A]ktualisace/aktualizace ‒ (from Latin root) temporal approximation of 
something or approximation to new understanding; animation/vivication, 
aktualizace/topicalization: […] political aktualisace of a book; aktualisace 
of a dramatic play […]
[(A)ktualisace/aktualizace ‒ (z lat. základu) časové přiblížení něčeho n. 
přiblížení novému chápání; oživení, aktualisování: (…) politická a. knihy; 
a. divadelní hry (…)]

to actualize ‒ to approximate in time; to come to a new understanding; to 
make topical; to fill with topical, temporal themes […] to animate […]: to 
actualize a folk song with temporal allusions, the style of an old translation 
and vocabulary […]
[aktualisovati, aktualizovati ‒ časově (…) přiblížit; přiblížit (…) novému 
chápání; činit (…) aktuálním; naplnit (…) aktuální, časovou tematikou (…)  
oživit (…): a. lidovou píseň časovými narážkami; a. sloh starého překladu; 
a. slovní zásobu (…)]
(HAVRÁNEK 1960: 19)

The temporal aspect inherent in Mukařovský’s term is unfortunately elimi-
nated in Garvin’s translation to foregrounding. This is apparent when we 
compare Mukařovský’s original definition of “aktualisaceˮ with its English 
translation:

Aktualizace je opak automatizace, tedy odautomatizování nějakého aktu 
[…] Objektivně vyjádřeno: automatizací se jev schematizuje, aktualizace 
znamená porušení schematu […] Každé dílo je vnímáno na pozadí nějaké 
tradice, tj. nějakého automatizovaného kánonu, vzhedem k němuž se jeví 
deformací […] Pozadí [space], které pociťujeme za básnickým dílem jako 
dané složkami neaktualizovanými [temporal aspect] a které kladou odpor 
aktualizacím [temporal aspect], je […] tradični estetický kánon.
(MUKAŘOVSKÝ 1932: 36, 38; emphasis and comments in brackets mine, 
EŠ)



Foregrounding is the opposite of automatization, that is, the deautomati-
zation of an act […] Objectively speaking: automatization schematizes an 
event, foregrounding means the violation of the schema […] Every work 
of poetry is perceived against the background of a certain tradition, that is, 
of some automatized canon with regard to which it constitutes a distortion 
[…] The background (space) which we perceive behind the work of poetry 
as consisting of the unforegrounded (spatial aspect) components resisting 
foregrounding (spatial aspect) is […] the traditional aesthetic canon.
(MUKAŘOVSKÝ 1932, Garvin’s translation 1964: 168, 172; emphasis 
and comments in brackets mine, EŠ)

Implicit in the term “foregrounding” is a shift of focus from temporal to spa-
tial aspects of “aktualisaceˮ, which distorts the meaning of the original term. 
This mistaken emphasis on the spatial character of “aktualisaceˮ has led some 
scholars to the opinion that foregrounding “goes back to the distinction be-
tween foreground and background in visual arts,” although the concept origi-
nated in linguistics (VIANA, SILVEIRA, and ZYNGIER 2008: 272; cf. POPE 
2002: 91).

Also based on Garvin’s translation, Keir Elam has claimed that “aktual-
isace/foregroundingˮ is a spatial metaphor and is therefore well adapted to 
theatre (ELAM 1980: 18). The importance of this term for theatre studies is 
obvious; however, it is not because “aktualisaceˮ is a spatial metaphor, but 
because theatrical performance is a structure of elements and functions, as 
analyzed by Bogatyrev, Brušák, Honzl, Mukařovský, and Veltruský. All of 
these scholars referred to theatre as a complex dynamic structure composed 
of different sign systems, and in theatre, using various phenomena, they all 
called attention to the process of “aktualisaceˮ (DEÁK 1976: 88‒89), though 
they did not necessarily use this term. Bogatyrev focused on “aktualisaceˮ 
of folk theatre in high-brow theatre (BOGATYREV 1940); Honzl looked at 
the transformation of conventional (realistic) signs in theatre (HONZL 1940); 
Veltruský discussed dynamic relations between people and objects on stage 
(VELTRUSKÝ 1940); and Mukařovský analyzed “aktualisaceˮ in language 
and the acting style of Charlie Chaplin, among other things (MUKAŘOVSKÝ 
1931, 1932).

Another possible translation of “aktualisaceˮ is “actualizationˮ. As Jeremy 
Hawthorn states, some scholars have chosen this term because of its similar-
ity to the Czech (HAWTHORN 1992: 3). However, the similarity is only be-
tween terms, not between concepts, which is one of the reasons Garvin chose 
the term “foregroundingˮ instead. Garvin aimed to avoid the meaning of the 
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adjective “actual,ˮ which in English does not mean “topicalˮ, but “realˮ or 
“genuineˮ. The connotations inherent in the English word “actualization” are 
not what Mukařovský had in mind. The similarity between the Czech and Eng-
lish words proves to be misleading, as Van Peer’s and Hakemulder’s interpre-
tation of Mukařovský’s “aktualisaceˮ shows:

[…] The term [foregrounding] originates with Garvin (1964), who intro-
duced it as a translation of the Czech “aktualisaceˮ, a term common with 
the Prague Structuralists, especially Jan Mukařovský, who employs it in the 
sense of English “actualizationˮ. This suggests a temporal category, i.e., to 
make something actual (rather than virtual).
(VAN PEER and HAKEMULDER 2005: 547)

They are correct in claiming that “aktualisaceˮ is a temporal metaphor rather 
than a spatial one; however, Mukařovský’s concept does not involve making 
something real rather than imagined. 

Lastly, Veronika Ambros suggests the term “topicalizationˮ, which empha-
sizes the temporal aspect of Mukařovský’s notion over the spatial, while avoid-
ing the misleading connotations of “actualizationˮ (AMBROS 2008: 58). Like 
Mukařovský’s original term, “topicalizationˮ emphasizes temporality and 
points to an important aspect that is neglected in the term “foregroundingˮ: 
to make something topical again. This suggests a reshuffling, movement and 
dynamism of elements, genres and works of art throughout history. Howev-
er, even this term is not without difficulties. Silvija Jestrovic claims that to 
make something topical does not always mean to make something strange, as 
demonstrated by the “reaffirmation of Shakespeare’s work at the beginning of 
Romanticism against the backdrop of the Classicist tradition” (JESTROVIC 
2006: 19). Mukařovský’s concept, however, emphasizes the distortion of an 
aesthetic canon caused by the reappearance of an element (in a dominant posi-
tion), a work of art, or a past or foreign tradition. For example, Czech Avant-
Garde theatre directors such as Burian and Honzl used folkloric forms in or-
der to transform the theatre of their time, which, to use Václavek’s expression, 
“[ran] in fossilized and empty schemataˮ (VÁCLAVEK 1940: 7), or in other 
words, was automatized. By bringing in the folkloric tradition, they estranged 
both folklore and contemporary theatrical praxis. In brief, the term topicaliza-
tion connotes the recurrence of a phenomenon both in conformity with a given 
canon and in contrast to it; however, only the latter can be considered an ex-
ample of “aktualisaceˮ.

In effect, the emphasis on either temporal (diachronic) or spatial (synchron-
ic) aspects, inherent in all three terms, simplifies the complexity and variabil-



ity of changes encompassed by Mukařovský’s notion of “aktualisaceˮ. Both 
aspects – temporal and spatial – must be taken into consideration; the muta-
tion of structures is, to use Bakhtin’s term, chronotopic in nature.7 However, 
a plurality of terms makes scholarly communication difficult, and in order to 
facilitate the understanding of Mukařovský’s “aktualisaceˮ, a single term is 
preferable. With the term “actualizationˮ connoting reality, “foregroundingˮ 
overemphasizing the spatial quality, and “topicalizationˮ potentially exclud-
ing the quality of estrangement, the question is which one is most suitable.

“Aktualisaceˮ, “Ostranenieˮ, and “Verfremdungˮ
In their account on foregrounding, Van Peer and Hakemulder state that “ter-
minological vagueness” is a serious problem for foregrounding, and they raise 
the question of whether terms such as “estrangementˮ, “defamiliarizationˮ, 
“deautomatizationˮ, “foregroundingˮ, and “Verfremdungˮ are synonyms, or 
refer to distinct processes (VAN PEER and HAKEMULDER 2005: 548). 
Many scholars use these terms interchangeably; however, as Jeremy Hawthorn 
(HAWTHORN 1992) and Silvija Jestrovic (JESTROVIC 2006) rightly point 
out, they are not synonyms. What matters more than the affinity among these 
concepts is, according to Jestrovic, “the divergence among them, the specif-
icity of each concept that distinguishes it from the other variants” (JESTRO-
VIC 2006: 22). 

Too often, “aktualisaceˮ is overlooked in contemporary theory or remains 
confused with one or the other term. For example, in their books Understanding 
Theatre (1995) and Theories of the Theatre (1993), Jacqueline Martin, Will-
mar Sauter, and Marvin Carlson point to the importance of “ostranenieˮ and 
“Verfremdungˮ for theatrical studies; however, they do not relate “aktualisaceˮ 
to them, although they explore the theories of the Prague Structuralists. Carl-
son indicates similarities between the phenomenon discussed by Veltruský in 
his study “Man and Object in Theatre” and Shklovsky’s “ostranenieˮ (CARL-
SON 1993: 410), but fails to connect Mukařovský’s “aktualisaceˮ.

In addition to being overlooked, the concept of “aktualisaceˮ is often con-
fused with “ostranenieˮ and “Verfremdungˮ. For example, in their book The-
atre as a Sign System (1991), Aston and Savona state that Brecht’s notion of 
“Verfremdungˮ is “directly derived from the Formalist notion of foreground-
ing or ‘making familiar strange’” (ASTON and SAVONA 1991: 7). That is, 

7   I would like to thank Manfred Pfister for his comment that the chronotopical nature of  “aktualisaceˮ 
is embraced in the term “topicalizationˮ, which refers to making something current, i.e. refers to tem-
poral relations, but, being a derivative of the Greek topos (place), it also includes a spatial aspect.
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they associate the term “foregroundingˮ with Shklovsky’s notion of “mak-
ing familiar strange” (ostranenie). Shklovsky’s concept is commonly trans-
lated into English as “defamiliarizationˮ, “estrangementˮ, or “distancingˮ, but 
hardly ever as “foregroundingˮ. In other cases, Brecht’s “Verfremdungˮ is per-
ceived as a translation of “ostranenieˮ, as claimed by John Willet (WILLET 
1964: 99), but not of “foregroundingˮ. “Foregroundingˮ, as rightly observed 
by Hakemulder (HAKEMULDER 2004), was not used by the Russian For-
malists, but by the Prague Structuralists. Aston and Savona work with the 
terms as synonyms, which is confusing. What then is the difference between 
these notions? 

The most obvious difference is the areas in which the concepts were creat-
ed: Shklovsky’s “ostranenieˮ (1917) in literature, Mukařovský’s “aktualisaceˮ 
(1932) in linguistics, and Brecht’s “Verfremdungˮ (1936) in theatre. While 
they have proven to be applicable in other disciplines as well, their original 
fields are distinct.

In addition, a crucial difference between Shklovsky’s and Brecht’s con-
cepts, on the one hand, and “aktualisaceˮ on the other, is that Shklovsky and 
Brecht refer to specific estrangement devices, while in “aktualisaceˮ the em-
phasis is on the position of deautomatized elements within the structure of a 
work of art. This notion of the structure is not present in the theories of Shk-
lovsky and Brecht. Many contemporary scholars, including Aston, Savona 
and others, place Shklovsky’s and Brecht’s concepts into a semio-structural-
ist framework. Indeed, semiotic language can be used to describe Brecht’s and 
Shklovsky’s goals; however, it is important to bear in mind that neither Shk-
lovsky nor Brecht ever spoke about the semiotics of theatre. 

Furthermore, Shklovsky (in Theory of Prose, 1925) and Brecht (in “Alien-
ation Effect in Chinese Theatre”, 1936) discuss estrangement devices without 
taking into consideration the context in which they were created. Brecht’s in-
terpretation of the acting style in Chinese theatre as a distancing technique was 
based on Mei-Lan-Fang’s conventional technique of Chinese theatre. Similar-
ly, Shklovsky describes metaphors used in folklore as an estrangement device; 
however, from the perspective of folklore, such poetics were automatized. 
Mukařovský warns against evaluating techniques apart from their context, 
claiming that the yardstick for whether the position of an element is automa-
tized or actualized “is given by the context of a given structure and does not 
apply to any other context” (MUKAŘOVSKÝ 1932: 179). In other words, any 
element has the potential to be actualized depending on the context in which it 
appears or reappears; there is no universal set of devices. 

 In some contemporary theories of foregrounding, the importance of contex-
tualization for “aktualisaceˮ is overlooked. For example, Patrick Colm Hogan 



(1997) searches for universal estrangement devices, while Van Peer and Hake-
mulder distinguish between two basic devices of foregrounding: parallelism 
and deviation, i.e. figures and tropes (VAN PEER and HAKEMULDER 2005: 
547). Their rather narrow concept was adopted by Viana, Silveira, and Zyn-
gier, who claim: “In the process of foregrounding, the defamiliarized object 
is called to the foreground, or ‘highlighted,’ by means of two types of mecha-
nism: deviation and parallelism” (VIANA, SILVEIRA, and ZYNGIER 2008: 
272). However, as shown by Mukařovský, these are only possible means of 
foregrounding rather than universal ones. To limit theories of foregrounding to 
merely a set of devices would be a step backwards from the developments of 
the Prague Structuralists towards the beginning of Shklovsky’s Formalism. 

“Ostranenieˮ, “Verfremdungˮ, and “aktualisaceˮ also differ in that they 
place different aspects of an artistic artefact into the foreground. As Jestro-
vic asserts, “Structuralists view the notion of aktualisace […] in relation to 
the canon. Shklovsky [and Brecht], on the other hand, [focus] on artistic strat-
egies for establishing a certain text quality that would have an impact on the 
receiver’s perception” (JESTROVIC 2006: 59).8 In other words, Shklovsky 
and Brecht stressed the logic of perception, while Mukařovský and the Prague 
Structuralists called attention to the logic of artistic creation. Of course, per-
ception and tradition are present in both concepts, but they emphasize differ-
ent aspects. 

In Van Peer’s recent theory of foregrounding, introduced in 1986, this dif-
ference is being eliminated. This is obvious from his definition: “First […] 
[foregrounding] is a theory about the form of literature, about language, the 
raw material out of which literature is made […] Second, […] it also refers to 
readers’ reaction to such a text” (VAN PEER 2007: 99). The second aspect is 
more popular of late, linked to the change of focus initiated by Jauss in the late 
1960s, when the centre of attention moved from textual analysis to the reader 
(here the contribution of Vodička is also overlooked). Both readers and, more 
recently, film viewers have been exposed to texts and films “high in fore-
grounding,” and scholars have found that readers/viewers require more time 
and effort to process and understand foregrounded passages (MIALL 2008: 
89). This is consistent with what Shklovsky proposed, but the perception of 
the reader/viewer was on the margins of Mukařovský’s attention.9

8   There is, of course, a difference between “ostranenieˮ and “Verfremdungˮ in their targeted effect 
on perception. In brief, Shklovsky emphasizes the aesthetic side of perception, which was made “long 
and laborious” through various artistic devices (SHKLOVSKY 1917: 6). Brecht, on the other hand, 
focuses upon the ideological goals and attempts to influence the cognitive faculty of spectators. For 
more information, cf. (JESTROVIC 2006). 
9   Cf. e.g. studies by (MIALL and KUIKEN 1994, 2001), and (HAKEMULDER 2007).
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Last but not least, while Shklovsky’s and Brecht’s theories aimed at being 
provocative, Mukařovský’s did not. Rather, he attempted to lucidly present the 
principle of artistic creation: the constant reshuffling or rearrangement of ele-
ments in artistic structures.

In 2002, Tomáš Winner published “Prague Structuralism in the Anglophone 
and Francophone World: Ignorance and Misunderstanding”. His title is ech-
oed in the title of this presentation, asserting that the key terms of the Prague 
School, including “aktualisaceˮ, are still confused and misunderstood. Sad-
ly, little has changed in ten years; the same inaccuracies, based on ignorance, 
misunderstanding and imprecise interpretations, continue to appear in English 
scholarly literature. We must be aware of the original meaning of the concept 
of “aktualisaceˮ, especially in order to refer to it and explain it. Greater un-
derstanding would be possible through more of the original texts. The vary-
ing interpretations of the term are due in a large part to the fact that a signifi-
cant body of text has not been translated. In the case of those studies that have 
been translated, such as Mukařovský’s, omissions and imprecisions in transla-
tion have also led to problems. Moving into the future, perhaps more accurate 
and extensive translation and analysis of these works can help us to achieve a 
more faithful understanding of this important concept.
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Summary
Eva Šlaisová: “Aktualisaceˮ in English 
Scholarly Literature: Interpretation, Ig-
norance, and Misunderstanding 
This paper explores the term “aktualisaceˮ, 
one of the key concepts of the Prague Struc-
turalists, and its reception in English schol-
arly literature. “Aktualisaceˮ (translated to 
English as “foregroundingˮ, “topicalizationˮ 
or “actualizationˮ) has received varying lev-
els of attention and appreciation in contem-
porary English scholarly literature. It has 
tended to be overshadowed by more famous 
concepts, such as Shklovsky’s “ostranenieˮ 
and Brecht’s “Verfremdungˮ, and some 
scholars have failed to take notice of it en-
tirely.  Nonetheless, “aktualisaceˮ has be-
come a popular concept, and a growing 
number of scholars consider it a central idea 
in contemporary literary theory and related 
disciplines. However, common understand-
ing of the original concept has changed. The 
goal of my contribution is to investigate 
problems which have resulted from the shift 
of “aktualisaceˮ from a Czech context to an 
international one, in terms of its origin and 
meaning, translation of the term, and its re-
lation to “ostranenieˮ and “Verfremdungˮ. 


